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, RECENT REPORTS CONCERNING EDUCATION A

OR. .

.THE ROAD TO NIRVANA: YOU CAW,T GET, THERE4FROM HERE

Glen Harvey

During the lait year, public attepitiongblias been riveted on. the
decline and potential rebirth Of Amerinn education. Fueled by
the National Commission on Excellence in Educati'on's (1983A)
'charge thatAthe "educational: foundations of our society are
presently being eroded by a rising tide of medi9crity" (p. 5),
1983 witnessed a groundswelltof public. and political energy and
enthusiasm for improving education. With this supports for change
came reemihgly endless reports and sets of recommendations.
concerning the present and future condition of education from
federal, state, and local perspectives. Thesetin turn, were
followed by innumerable synopsesgand cros,snanalyses of the initial
reports, as well as a variety drefforts,to translate the
recommendations into state; school, add classebom level policies
and practices. 1

With 1983 so clearly'being the year when America rediscovered
education and its many shortcomings, could 1984 be the year of
tangible educational improvement, the year that transcends
rhetoric to move forward to acually raise the quality of
education? There is, of cour--, always that possibility. But all
the s$gns are that the well orchestrated publicity and pombas of
commissions and task forces )have provided only the illusion of
change and that the efforts ,of school officials to implement the
highly publicized recommendations of theie groups'will ultimately
result in little, if any, _improvement. .

The reason for this pessimistic prognosis lies not in he belief
that education cannot be .mproved and,that educators are not
capable of change. On the contrary, there is abundant evidence
that many schools have been successful in their efforts to improve'
and that educators are eager and willing to raise the quality of
education/qhey provide.' Rather, the cause tu pessimism
resides, with the task forces and 'commissions themseiyes and with
the public, political, and professional perceptionsf the rol&:
such groups play in improving education. Instead of being viewed.

) as one of many means for educational improvement -- as a catalyst
for change and a source of ideas about weaknesses and alternative
.solutions -- the recommendations of' these groups are perceived as
ends. 'They are accepted as specifying the .necessary and
sufficient conditions for achieving excellence in education. Yet
they disregard entirely how their recommendations are to be

--...
C1)

I would like to thank Wolfgang Gurr of ycH Associites and Pat Cox,.
Davi'd'Crandall; and Susan Lolicks-Horsley.of The NETWORK, Inc. for
their suggestions, ideas, and assistance in developing this pier.
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implemented -- how individuals ultilmately responsible for.
education might go about trying to iimOrove schools in the ways
being suggested. An they ignore mbch, if not all, that research
has taught about how schools have actually been able .o change and
become more effective. As a result, the reports have created ,

enormous public pressure which functions to push edgcators forward
only to repeat the mistakes of, the past, proRelling.schoolsitoward
a false senS of excellence, soon to be dispelled as the .

recommendations fail to be implemented successfully or do not
.produce the intended'results. .

e "

1.

In this series of papers, our purpose is to place the cent
commission and task force reports2 in'their proper perspective
within the school improvement process and to provide the guida
necessary to maximize the opportunity that a sqhoolv.improvemen
effort will succeed, regardless of the .source of the
recommendations beihs implemented. To accomplish this, I begih in
this paper by briefly reviewing the Teporis -- what' they are and
are not and what they can and cannot 'he expected to accomplish.
Pat Cox and Susan Lbucks-Horgley,' in their paper, provide a
comprehensive examination of the factorswhich must be considered
if improvement. efforts designed to implement the recommendations .

of these reports are to haye any lasting, effect. In the final
paler, David Crandall describes two complementary scenarios fin
improving schools, one short term (5 year scenario involving
strategies whichaccept the current configuration of schools, the
other longer term OM year) scenario utilizing strategies designed
to transform,the educational enterprise.

On the Road (Again)

W4le most of the recent critiques of education share a common
focus on educational decline and mediocrity and offer recom-
mendations for improvement] they are somewhat more diverse le-
content And Approach than might have been expected. Eackl begins
with a slightly different qonceptioh of education and a set of
assumptions about.the roles of learning and,schooling, presents a
variety of evidence and arguments to indict AmeriOan education-as
at best mediocre, suggests somewhat .divergent goaXs for the
educational process, and offers an arra of diverse, wide fanging,
recommendations. Since syntheses` of-the various studies and
reports now abiliound,3 the temptation to ovide still another
detailed synops,is and cross analysis wi be resisted. It, is
important to keep ih mind, however, that fferences in factor
such as target, audiences, purposes and intended outcomes, the
basis upon which recommendations are made (e.g.,. researcA0
commissioned papers, existing data, qu'estionniresi and pprsonal
testimony and opkni9n), and the complexion and nature of the task
force/commission meMbership and funding/sponsorship source all' can
(and do) have significant impact on the final set of
recommendations issued by each of the groups or individual
authors, as does the sociopolitical context in which they are
issued.
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'Even with these differences, a few
'

general themes common to most
'/ of these reports have emerged& Amop these are (a) the need to
provide quality edyeation to "all" students;4 (b) a cote

%curricullim which includes the basics (definitions of which .

differs; (c) higher atandarlOs, requirements, and expectations
of/for students; (4) mort time spent on instruction; (e) more
emphasis on teacher preparation, qualifications, and certification
and raising the statWh (and salaries) of the teaching profession;
(f) a recognition th,t,education prepares students for adulthood

. (with an emphasis in.many repofts on the relationship between
Oulatihn and America's economic stability and abilityto competil.

.4
randl(g)'incieased, broadly based, shared responsibility, scho

imprpiement, ,incl.uding'the private' sector and the community.
, ..

If these themes sound familiar, it. is because they arenot .

entirely new to education. Tyack and James (1983) point out that

)
the most commonly cited recent recommendations.fall int a fairly.
predidiable pattekn of'larevious negative assessments of merican
education. In liberal Kriods such as the 1930s, 1960s, nd early .

1970s,education is expected to serve the "disadvantaged, .broaden
its functiOnS; and'overcome rigidity. In conservative times such-

. as the 1890s, 1950s, and 1980s, education is pushed to focus on
the "talented,"semphasize basins and academics, develop a more
cohesive curriculum, and stApngthen discipline. Purtbermorein
many ways, commissions and _task orces tend to refliectcurrent

-....... trends rather thancfeate new solutions. According to Theodore
Sizer (1983Y, "task force and commission' reports . . . legitimize
what the schools have' already started doing in response to .
initial criticism" (p.1). ..:

And if these themes sound,vague.as well, it is also because they
are vague. Many 'of the reports themselve6 are at best describes
as reflecting a level of generality which provides only minimal
guidance to schools;none provide the guidance necessary to ensure

J
t4at their yeoommendations will be implem6nted.

ors

In characterizing commission and task force repOrts'of this type,
petrson (1984) suggests that such a report:

is almost.certainrto exaggerate the proble4 it addresses;

I
states o ly broad, general obectwes;

recommen s changes'that'are beyond current technology and
resources;

does not spell out the details of its proposed innovations;
ti,

seldom calls for institutional reorganization; alnd

podrly documents the value of the solutions\it proposes
,, \,

,--- (pp. 9-10).
, 4 ..,
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This is not toimply that the individual.* collective.sets of
recommendations are withou merit. Many ring true, at least in,a
general-sense, and are quite Useful in identifying perceived
weaktessep in the educational systets; indicating areas of public
and political concern about.particdlar aspects of education; .:

providing sources of ideas and ;suggestions for ways to raise. the
quality of 'education; and generating a solid badis of support and
enthusiasm for actively improving schools. But if the concern is
to really achieve excellence in education r ther than to simply
discuss it -- placating a1concerned public d creating issues
around which to make political flourishes a promises -- then it
is necessary to go well beyond the currant commission and task
force reports and beg4n to discuss practically -- in-both the
short- and long-term -- how schools can (and dq) improve the
quality of education they pxovide. ,

r. 11.
The idea that a critical aspect of successful school improvement
is uriderstanding how schools change -- how they successfully
implement new practices and programs and how they become more
.effective -- is not in itself near. Considerable, research has been
' conducted in the areas of implementation, school improvement,i.
,knowledge utilization, andleffective schools and teachers, which .

togethet have:ideldea am impressive knoOledge base which his
proven useful not only to re1earchers but also to peOple actively
involved directly in raising tie quality of education.
Unfortunately, however, in the rush to respond to the recent
critiques of education, particularly the National Commission on. '

Excellence in tduc n, th has been a tendency to forget -- or
ignore -- almoSt 11 that .has even .learned about how to improve
education.

,

It may not appear fair in all cases to criticize the various task
forces, commissions, and authors for not including a discussion of

their prfMa charge.. There is justification, however, to
this research since for most, if not'all, this was not

question how these groups believe.their recommendations are to be

translated into practice. This is a. particularly appropriate

i
question to raise in conn ction with the DepartMent of Education's
National Commission on Ex ellencp in Education. Secretary of
Education Bell has made-it clear thathis krtention is to have

state, district, and local officials implement the Commission's
recommendations and has orchestrated thp publicity surrounding the

Commission such that enotmous,public and, political pressure for

these recommended improvements has been generated. And yet, the
Commission ignored the very researck -- much of which was funded
by the Department of Education -- which provides insight into how
schools could actually go about doing what the Commission
recommends. ..

Ignoring most or all of what is known about school improvement and
the change process not only can lead to inappropriate and ill
fated responses to the recommendations by state and local
educators; it can also result in the recommendations thedselves
being inappropriate or not feasible. It allows the.Commission on

4
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Excellence, for example, to offer at ties superficial, unclear
recommendations, the practicality, iimplOmentatiOn, and 4

consequences of which do not appear to have always been adequately
considered. These recommendations, in turn, become credible
simply by virtue of their source -- the Secretary of. Education's
own commission. The pressure to make tense of such
recommendations is thus transferred from the Commission to
iOdividuals whosevolays are already more than fulr with simply.
cofoing with 4the day to day activities of schooling-and the.
multiple constraints which continuously operate VI limit the
options for improvement. While the finger of. blame will be
pointed directly at these individuals if their improvement efforts
fail, the responsibility for creating a climate fostering
rKetorical and illusory change and improvement should be traced to
the source of the recommendations themselves -- a source which by
virtue of its position and charge, has no accountability fpr
seeing its recommendations translated. into practice.

Consider, for example, the five major recommendations of'the
'Commission on Excellence:

.5

strengthening graduation requirements and course requirements
in the "New Basics," which includes computer science;

more rigorous, measurable standards and higher expectatiOns
for academic performance and conduct;

devoting more instructional time to learning the New Basics,
e.g., more effective use of the existing school day, longer
day, or lengthened school yea ;;

..

improved teacher preparation and teaching praession;5 and

accountab'ility of educators and elected officials for
providing leadership and of citizens for fiscal support 4nd.
stability.

On the surface, these recommendations seem reasonable; in the
abstract, few people would quarrel with their g'eneral ,thrust.
Unfortunately, however, there is little of real substance to these

recommendations, once their rhetorical aspects are discounted. In

an analysis of si* of the repent reports, t including that issued
by the Commission, Peterson (1984) concludes that the recom-
mendations tend to fall tnto one of three categories: "wholesome
main courses for which no recipe-is given; gourmet dishes of
extravagant cost; and enticing, desserts that . . . turn out to be
nothingbut sugar and air" (p.6).

Main courses include'seemingly reasonable, supportable
recommendations concerning classroom management, discipline, and
homewotk -- recommendations many people have endorsed for years
but have generally failed to translate into policies an( practices
which obtain the desired results: 'Simply continuing to restate
good ideas and intentions is unlikely to result in excellent

te 1'
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education unless additional guidance is provided in'how these
ideas can be moved from the abstract to the concrete. (How to
translate these main course staples into effective classrdop
practices provides ,much of the focus of the following two 1*.pers.)

The gourmet dishes,. vibile more easily identified for what
are -- high cost items practically .affordable .by only a - are
somewhat surprisingly among the most popular recommendations,
given their accompanying financial burdin. Then include,.ideas.
such. as extending the school day 'and/or year, raising tecc ers'.
salaries to a "market-sensitive" level, adopting 11 month her
,contractsr and. providing grants ,and loans in order to attract
,outstanding students to the teaching profession.

UnlAke the main courses and gourmet disheS which at liast hold
some potential for improving education, the puff pastry desserts
ere essentially window dressing with no substance. These include
appealing -- but empty -- statements suchtas the Commission on
Excellence's so-called "implementing recommendation" that the
"teaching of English in'high 'school should equip gradua to
comprehene, interpret, evaluate, and use what they r,e ation'al
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983A, p.25) -- an
admirable sentiment but one which' under scrutiny has little
apparent practical: meaning.

The fact that the Commission's (and others') recommendations tend
to fall into these less than helpful categories and that
constraints such as the financial burden of the go4rmet delights
as well as a variety of other social,' political, demographic,
economic, resource, and human constraints, 7 severely limit the
options for improvement available *educators -- have not
eliminated or even lessened the public and political pressure to

A act on the recommendations. And act is,what many states,
distridts, and local schools have done, although it is not clear
where the long-term funding for many of the initiatives is to come
from or what,tangible improvement-related outcomes are expected.

Much of the effort to respond to the recommendations of Vle
Commission on Excellence has been at the state level. As Grbgory
Anrig, President of the Educational Testing Service, has pointed
out, "reform is being translated into things that can be
legislated, such as longer school days, more homework, and
incentives for superidr teachers" (Goldberg, 1984, p. 6). The
Commission on Excellence,(1983B)i for example, clOms that. 42
states recently initiated curriculum reform efforts, 44 examined
graduation requirements, and 42 addressed issues having to do with
teacher certification and` preparation. Education Week reports
that in the area of instructional time alone," seven states have
adopted measures to extend instructional time, ten are considering
actions which would extend the schooLday or improve instructional
time, sixteen are discussing the extension of the school year --
an action already taken by North Carolina, and ten are
contemplating limitations on extracurricular activities (Walton,
1983). And in the area of curriculum, a thirty-six state survey
conducted by the National Conference of'State Legislatures



indicates that the most frequent legislative initiative in 1983
involved strengthening basic course requirements with eleven
,states introducing legislation tore lire` additional coursework in
math, foreign language, computer literacY; anal /or English (Siegel,
1983). There are, also estimates that 30 states are now developing
.guidelines on computer literacy for 'teachers. Overall, tt is

, estimated that 104 state-level commissions to'study aspects of
school improvement have been established lince 1980; 54 have been
formed during 1983 alone (Wanton, 1983)..8,

w

The correlation between these initiatis and the recommendations
of the Commission on Excellence is quite high. 'But the questfon
remains whether such school improvement efforts will yield the'
excellence in education the commission and others desire.
Unfortunately, changes of tfts.legislative, policy type are more
likely to create the illusion of moving toward excellence than
they are to actually result in significant improvement. Even
,worse, however, -- perhaps because such changes also give the .

appearance of being relatively straightforward with few secondary
consequences -- they cah even have an iforeseen negative impacti%-.----
on the quality of education. Consider for example, the
recommendation that requirements b1 the "new basics" be ratsed in
.accordance with the Commission's recommendation: 4 years of
English; 3years each of mathematics, science, and social studies;
and, one -half year of computer science. Although reflective of a
rather simplistic "more is better!' approach, a reccnmendation of
thisPtype appears reasonable, particularly to a public. concerned
with the inability of its children (and adults) to read, writer
and compute. Upon the release of A Nation at Risk, the clamor for
the adoption of this particular basics-oriented redommendation was
especially loud and strong -- and only became louder and stronger,
when the National Center for Education Statistics teased its
finding that 'only 2.6 percent of 1982'graduates actually met these
requirements (Sweet, 1983).

Responding to this (and other) pressure, 26 states have
established more demanding requirements for.high school graduation
and recommendations to raise graduation requirements arI being
considered by 24 other states (Walton, 1983). However; in
'response to proposed legislation to increase. high school
requirements to 3 years each of science and mathematics for all
Florida students, a Florida ASCD Policy Task Force (1983)
concluded

that the short-;ange impact of requiring three years of
mathematics and science will be to decrease the achievement of
college-bound students in these subjects as a result of
'employing additional.matfi and science teachers -- most of whom
will not be qualified --,to meet the requirement. The ovetall
effect may well be to reduce the caliber of mathematics and
science teachers in Florida high schools (p. 40).

The group also warned of a possible increase in the drop-out of
non-college bound students unable to meet the new requirements.
In.other words, in the shoi't term, college bound students would be

7
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harmed and non-college bound students might or might not be
harmed, dependihg on their ability to adjust to new requirements
which would essentially place them in college preparatory sgience
and math courses. And iwthe long term, the group concluded that
the requirement's impact

will depend.on whether some of the fundamental problems of
teaching mathematics and science are solved...If the present.
action follows historical precedent...owe the reqUirement is
legislated the problem will be presumed to have,been solved
(p. 40). , .

.This suggests, among other things, that an automatic adoption.of
the Commission's -- and others' -- recommendationsfwithout
adequate' analysis not only may not result in excellent education,
but could, in amt., yield unexpected negative outcomes which are
in,contradiction to what is intended. It further suggests thpt an
unclitical, unexamined acceptance of the recommendations.of such
commissions and task forces is not the most appropriate way of

4 approaching and usingthe.reports they. issue to improve .

education. Rather, such reports should be viewed as catalysts for
change, generators of support and enthusiasm for school
improvement, indicators of potential weaknesses and public and
politidal areas of concern and interest, and sources of ideas and
suggestipns for ways to raise the quality of education. .They
offer 4 place to begin the long process of improvement -- but not
an end I in themselves.

If they become more than this if they are given undeserved
credibility simply by virtue of their status - and their
recommendations are taken as "trutheworthy of automatic
enactment, then their impact can as easily be harmful as helpful
to education. While skeptics and cynics often dismiss commissions
as being essentially harmless because of their lack of §ubstance,
their impact may, in factoiold potentially hegative
consequences, Automatic responses to recommendations which ignore
the realities of schooling and the context Ln which it occurs can
result in a varietytof negative outcomes as, for example:

INplementing policies and programs which are inappropriate or
ill suited tothepasticular school or community. Schools
are at what might be caliea different "stages cif development"
intheir ability to respond to recommendations for
improvement. For example, a school struggling to operate
with severe financial constraints, discipline problems,
skyrocketing drop-out rates, poor quality teachers and
administrators, and so forth is 11.Jst assuredly not in the
same position to implement the suggested. recommendations as
is a school not facing such probleds.

I3noring consequences.whibh could be negative or
counterpre uct ve. Regu atory c anges t at nvolve the
immediate -- rather than gradual -- increase of graduation
course requirements and/or grade point averages for
participation in extracurricular activities, could, for

*
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example, result in higher drop-out rates °V students unable
to meet the new requirements.9 Unless the problem of , ,

teacher shortages is addressed prior to increased course
requirements, requiring additional courses for graduation
could also result in the use of unqualified teachers, larger
class size; students placed in classes inappropriate for
their level of mastery of the material, etc.

Creatin the illusion of chap e. A number of policy-related
changes esigne to respond to Ocent,recommeniations are
particularly 1!.kely to result in'only illdsory school
improvement. Raising the graduation requirements from three
to four years of English, for example, without improving the
content and instruction in such classes, only gives the
impression of improving the level of educational attainment.
It is,unlikely that students who did not learn English in
three-years will suddenly become experts with a fourth year
of "more of the same" Similar.illusions of improved
-education are likely to be'breated by extending the school
day and/or year when such actions are not accompanied by
substantial changes in what actually occurs in the classroom.

De_ railin existing im rovement efforts. A substantial number
of sc oolt, istr c hi, an *sta es were in the midst of their
own school improvement efforts at the time the Commission on
Excellence set into motion the national call for excellence.
There is,evidence to Suggest that rather than incorporating
the. Commission's recommendations into'existing improvement
plans, energies were redirected to create new efforts in
respqnse to public'presssure generated by the reports. Well
planRed efforts were weakened or even'lost in the redirection.

4.

Counteractin (or losing) gains made in other educaional
areas. T ere is considerable concern that the recent push
for excellence will result in ignoring cther.priorities in
education,, particularly equity. Although almost all,the
commissions, task forces, and study authors have mentioned
the importance of educating "all" students, the concern is
clearly with achieving excellence. Contrary to the apparent
attitude of the current administration in Washington, a
strong argument can be made that equity and excel4ence are
inclusive rather than exclusive concepts. Howevtt, there is
evidence to suggest that the emphasis on excllece can be
used to produce budget and policy decisions wh: h endanger
the gains made toward achieving educational equity.

Channeling scarce dollars to high visibility,' high cost
initiatives Ofth little evidence of effectiveness. In a
survey of 28 School districts throughout the country, the
American Assodiektion of School Administratori (1983) found
that to implement only two of the.Commission's
recommendations -- market-sensitive teachers' salaries and
longer school day (7 hotirs)' and year (200 days) -- would
require the addition of $591 million to the 28 districts'
$2,194 million combined budgets. Odden (1984) estimates that
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the cost .Of extending the school day 'from 6.5 to 8 hours
would be in ecess of $20 billion,. as would lengthening the.
school year firm 180 to 220 days -- a $40 billion price tag
for one recommendation, with little evidence, as Odden points.
out, to support_the claim that education' will even improve. as .

a result.

Redirectin ener 'awa from what we know works in im rovin
sc oo s to (1,222anjettsaismat221etor c. T e rush
to react to Political and.0b1Wptes-suxe for excellence has
pushed particulaily state legislatures to enact measures
which dd not apper- to have benefited from What research has
taught about how to achieve lasting school improvement.
Unfortunately., the'presentation and discussion of mostsof the
commission and task -force reports of educational problems' and
the solutions proposed to resolve them enhances this climate
of benign neglect of research, channeling attentiOln away from
what is known about school improvement to focus more on
opinion and ri4Voric.

This latter.negative aspect of commissions and task forces is'of
particular concern since research oh school improvement has
reached a level of 'sophistication where t substantial'amount is
understood about hOw and in whit ways schools can raise the
quality of the education they provide. In the following two
papers, Cox, Loucks-Horsley, and 'Crandall will discuss the factors
which have been shown to influence the success or failure of
school improvement efforts and the ways in which school officials
can move beyond the rhetoric to what is really important
improving schools and raising the quality of education they
provide.
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Notes

'See, for example, David P. Crandall and Associates..
People, policies, and practices: Examining the chain of-school
iiprovement, Volumes I-X. Andover, IA: The RETORTGTE677-1-9T2.

2The reports and books that are referred to throughout the
article include:

A Nation at Risk, National Commission on Excellence in
EauErara7------

Action for Excellence, flask Force on Education for
Economic Growt , Education Commission of the States;

1

.

Academic Preparation for College, Educational Equality
Project, The College Board;

Educating America for the 21st Century, National
Science Board, Commission on Precollege Education in
Mathematics, Science and Technology;

Making the Grade, The Twentieth Century Fund Task Force
on Federal Elementary and Secondary Education POlicy;

WerceiIst.:oyer,'egieFc 'dation ror the
Advancement of Teaching;

The Paideia P1222111, Mortimer Adler;

'A Place Called Sch000l, John doodled; and

Horace's Compromise, The Dilemma of the Ame ican High
School, Theodore Sizer.

The primary emphasis, however, is on task force and commission
reports rather than research-based (Boyer, Goodlad, Sizer) and
theoretical (Adler) books. These latter books have gone well
beyond the often superficial'discussion of education found
in many commission and task force reports to paint capitivating
portrakts of the%complex nature of schooling and creatively
explore alternative educational possibilities.

3See, for exE,mple, Sara Lake. The educator's digest of reform:
A comparision of 16 recent proposals for improving America's
schools. Redwood City, CA: San Mateo County Office of
Education, 1984; K. Forbis Jordan; Comparison of
recommendations from selected education reform reports.
Washington, DC: Congressional Research Service, Library of
Congress, 1983.



4As Harold Howe (1983) has pointed out, "all the recent reports
and studies recognize in general terms that'disadvantaged and,
minority students have special needs, but they all stop with such
generalities" (p. 171).

Unfortunately, educational equity concerns are given almost no
'attention by the majority of commission and task force reports.
In some instances, 'the mention of equity issues gives the
impression of being more taken in nature than sincere.

5This recommendation involves seven "sub" recominencrations
.concerning teacher preparation and the teaching prpfession. See
A tOtfon at Risk (1983), pp. 30-31.

8Peterson focused on the six reports' issued by the National
l'Commission on Excellence in Education, Education Commission of
the States, Business-Higher Education Forum, Twentieth Century
Fund, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement.of Teaching, and
National Science Board.

7These constraints, or "Tealities" -- realities which many,
though not all, the reports ignored -- define the context in
which the recommendations are to be implemented, ,determining at
least in part, if not entirely, the appropriateness and
feasibilily of .the changes required by the various
recommendations.

8Estimates of state-level commissions continue to expand each
month.

9According to Howe (19b3), "one of the dangers inherent in all
the recommendations for more demanding courses and higher
standards is that these more rigorous requirements will be
insensitively applied and will force more young people out of
school altogether . It is possible to raise academic
standards in high schools without rejecting large numbers of
young people, but the difficulties of doing so are insufficiently
recognized in many of the new reports" (p. 172).
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